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Description

BACKGROUND

1 . FIELD OF TECHNOLOGY

[0001] The present invention relates to adaptive noise control and cancelling and in particular to system and method
for controlling the cancellation performance both in amplitude and phase. Such systems and methods are known from
US 2005/207585 A1 and US 5,278,913 A, for instance.

2. RELATED ART

[0002] A disturbing noise (also referred to as "noise" or "disturbing sound signals")- in contrast to a useful sound signal
- is sound that is not intended to be heard or perceived, for example, by a listener. In a motor vehicle, disturbing noise
may include sound signals generated by mechanical vibrations of an engine and/or components mechanically coupled
thereto (e.g., a fan), wind passing over and around the vehicle, and/or tires contacting, for example, a paved surface.
In particular for lower frequency ranges, noise control systems and methods are known that eliminate or at least reduce
the noise radiated into a listening room using a destructive interference (i.e., by superposing the noise signal with a
compensation signal). However, the feasibility of these systems and methods relies on the development of cost effective,
high performance digital signal processors, which may be used together with an adequate number of suitable sensors
and transducers.
[0003] Common, active noise suppressing or reducing systems also known as "active noise control" (ANC) systems
generate a compensation sound signal having the same amplitude and the same frequency components as the noise
signal to be suppressed. However, the compensation sound signal has 180° (one hundred eighty degree) phase shift
with respect to the noise signal. As a result, the noise signal is eliminated or reduced, at least at certain locations within
the listening room, due to the destructive interference between the compensation sound signal and the noise signal.
"Listening room" in this context is the space in which the ANC exhibits its noise suppressive effect, e.g., the passenger
compartment of a vehicle.
[0004] Modern active noise control systems implement digital signal processing and digital filtering techniques. Typ-
ically, a noise sensor (e.g., a microphone or a non-acoustical sensor) is used to provide an electrical reference signal
representing the disturbing noise signal generated by a noise source. The reference signal is fed to an adaptive filter
which supplies a filtered reference signal to an acoustic transducer (e.g., a loudspeaker). The acoustic transducer
generates a compensation sound field having a phase opposite to that of the noise signal within a defined portion
("listening position") of the listening room. The compensation sound field interacts with the noise signal thereby eliminating
or at least damping the noise within the listening position. The residual noise within the listening environment and/or the
listening room may be sensed using a microphone. The resulting microphone output signal is used as an "error signal"
and is provided to the adaptive filter, where the filter coefficients of the adaptive filter are modified such that a norm (e.g.,
the power) of the error signal and, thereby, the residual noise finally perceived by the listener is minimized.
[0005] All applicable algorithms provide compensation for the added physical plant between the output of the adaptive
system and the sensed error signal. Known algorithms are, e.g., the filtered-x-LMS (FXLMS), filtered-error-LMS (FELMS)
and modified-filtered-x-LMS (MFXLM).
[0006] A model that represents the acoustic transmission path (physical plant) from the acoustic transducer (i.e.,
loudspeaker) to the error signal sensor (i.e., microphone) is used for applying the FXLMS, FELMS, MFXLMS (or any
related) algorithm. This acoustic transmission path from the loudspeaker to the microphone is usually referred to as a
"secondary path" of the ANC system, whereas the acoustic transmission path from the noise source to the microphone
is usually referred to as a "primary path" of the ANC system. The corresponding process for identifying the transmission
function of the secondary path is referred to as "secondary path system identification".
[0007] The transmission function (i.e. the frequency response) of the secondary path system of the ANC system may
have a considerable impact on the convergence behavior of an adaptive filter, and thus on the stability behavior thereof,
and on the speed of the adaptation. The frequency response (i.e., magnitude response and/or phase response) of the
secondary path system may be subject to variations during operation of the ANC system. A varying secondary path
transmission function may have a negative impact on the performance of the active noise control, especially on the
speed and the quality of the adaptation produced by the FXLMS, FELMS or MFXLMS algorithm. The negative impact
is caused when the actual secondary path transmission function is subjected to variations and no longer matches an a
priori identified secondary path transmission function that is used within the active noise control system. All these effects
limit the achievable attenuation performance of an ANC system.
[0008] Further, in certain applications it is desired to control the level and phase of noise attenuation over frequency.
[0009] There is a general need for adaptive noise control with selectable cancellation characteristics while maintaining
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speed and quality of adaption as well as robustness of the adaptive noise control.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] According to one aspect of the invention, an adaptive noise control system is disclosed for reducing, at a
listening position, power of an acoustic noise signal radiated from a noise source to the listening position. The system
includes an adaptive filter that receives an electrical reference signal representing the acoustic noise signal and an
electrical error signal representing the acoustic signal at the listening position and that provides an electrical output
signal; a signal processing arrangement that is connected downstream of the adaptive filter and that provides a first
electrical compensation signal indicative of the electrical output signal multiplied by a first gain factor and a second
electrical compensation signal indicative of the electrical output signal multiplied by a second gain and filtered by an
estimated transfer function of the secondary path, the second gain factor being equal to 1 subtracted by the first gain
factor; the second compensation signal being added to the error signal for compensation; and at least one acoustic
transducer that receives the first electrical compensation signal and radiates an acoustic compensation signal indicative
of the first electrical compensation signal to the listening position, in which the gain factor is complex.
[0011] According to another aspect of the invention, an adaptive noise control method is disclosed for reducing, at a
listening position, power of an acoustic noise signal radiated from a noise source to the listening position. The method
includes providing an electrical reference signal correlated with the acoustic noise signal; filtering the electrical reference
signal with an adaptive filter to provide an electrical output signal; multiplying the electrical output signal of the adaptive
filter by an adaptive first gain factor to provide a first electrical compensation signal; filtering and multiplying the electrical
output signal of the adaptive filter by a second gain factor to provide a second electrical compensation signal, the second
gain factor being equal to 1 subtracted by the first gain factor; radiating the first electrical compensation signal to the
listening position with an acoustic transducer; sensing a residual electriccal error signal at the listening position; adding
the second electrical compensation signal to the electrical error signal to provide a compensated error signal; and
adapting filter coefficients of the adaptive filter as a function of the compensated error signal and the reference signal;
in which the gain factor is complex.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012] The components in the drawings are not necessarily to scale; instead emphasis is placed upon illustrating the
principles of the invention. Moreover, in the drawings, like reference numerals designate corresponding parts.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustration of a basic adaptive noise control system with controllable attenuation in time
domain;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustration of a more specific embodiment of the basic adaptive noise control system
shown in FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 graphically illustrates the attenuation E [z] /n [z] in dB over gain factor g in the time domain in a system as
shown in FIG. 2;

FIG. 4 graphically illustrates the phase of E[z]/D[z] over gain factor g in the time domain in a system as shown in FIG. 2;

FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustration of an adaptive noise control system as shown in Fig.2 implemented in the
frequency domain and having a frequency dependant complex gain factor G;

FIG. 6 illustrates an alternative structure for the system of FIG. 5;

FIG. 7 illustrates a system according to FIG. 6 adapted to automatically adjust the complex gain G over frequency
to implement a user selectable attenuation and phase relation of E[z]/D[z]; and

FIG. 8 illustrates a system according to FIG. 7 with additional phase averaging of the adaptive complex gain G.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0013] FIG. 1 illustrates the signal flow in a basic adaptive noise control system for generating a compensation signal
that at least partially compensates for, eliminates or modifies an undesired disturbance signal d[n]. An acoustic noise
signal x[n] (reference noise signal) representative of all disturbing noise that may occur is radiated via a primary path 1
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from a noise source 3 to a listening position 4. The acoustic noise signal x[n] may include, for example, sound signals
generated by mechanical vibrations of an engine, sound of components mechanically coupled thereto such as a fan,
wind passing over and around the vehicle, and tires contacting a paved surface. For the sake of simplicity, all such
sources of noise are represented herein by the noise source 3. The primary path 1 may impose a delay to the acoustic
noise signal x[n], for example, due to the propagation of the disturbing noise from the noise source 3 to the listening
position, i.e., a location in the listening room where a suppression of the disturbance noise d[n] signal should be achieved,
i.e., to the desired "point of silence".
[0014] Additionally, an acoustic compensation signal y" [n] is radiated from a transducer such as a loudspeaker 5
along a secondary path 2 to the listening position 4, appearing there as delayed compensation signal y’[n]. At the listening
position 4, the disturbance noise signal d[n] and the delayed compensation signal y’[n] interfere with each other resulting
in an acoustic error signal, herein referred to as error signal e[n]. The interaction of the disturbance noise signal d[n]
and the delayed compensation signal y’[n] can be described as signal addition which is illustrated in FIG. 1 by an adder
6. The acoustic error signal e[n] is transferred by another transducer such as a microphone 7 into an electrical error
signal which, for the sake of simplicity, is like the acoustic error signal herein also referred to as error signal e[n]. With
still another transducer such as a microphone 8 the acoustical noise signal is picked up at the noise source 3 and
transformed into an electrical noise signal. However, any other sensor may be used that generates a signal corresponding
to the acoustical noise signal. As with the error signal e[n], the acoustic and the electrical noise signals are both simply
referred to as noise signal x[n] hereinafter.
[0015] A signal processing arrangement 10 receives and processes the noise signal x[n] and the error signal e[n] to
generate the compensation signal y"[n] which is the compensation signal y[n] multiplied in the time domain by a (first)
gain factor g (in the present case a real number) in a multiplier 12. In the signal processing arrangement 10, the com-
pensation signal y[n] is provided by an adaptive filter 11 that receives the noise signal x[n] and a modified error signal
e*[n]. This modified error signal e*[n] is provided by an adder 13 that adds the error signal e[n] and a modified compensation
signal y*[n]. This modified compensation signal y*[n] is the compensation signal y[n] multiplied in the time domain by
(second) gain factor 1-g (the second gain factor is equal to 1 subtracted by the first gain factor) in a multiplier 14 and
filtered by a filter that models the secondary path 2, hereinafter referred to as secondary path estimation filter 15. The
multiplication by "1-g" in multiplier 14 compensates for the multiplication by "g" in multiplier 12 (in connection with sec-
ondary path model established by filter 15) to the effect that the modified error signal e*[n] is the same as error signal
e[n] in a conventional ANC system i.e., when multiplier 12 is bypassed and multiplier 14 is omitted (g = 1). Thus, the
error signal provided to the adaptive filter is the same as in conventional ANC systems.
[0016] In the arrangement illustrated in FIG. 1, a signal (e.g., compensation signal y" [n]) which is correlated to the
noise signal x[n] (also referred to as a "reference noise signal") is used for driving a compensation loudspeaker (loud-
speaker 5). The "system response" to a noise input x[n] from the noise source 3 is represented by at least one microphone
output signal (error signal e[n]) that is fed back via a control system to the compensation loudspeaker. The compensation
loudspeaker generates "anti-noise" (compensation signal y’[n]) for suppressing the actual disturbance noise signal d[n]
at the desired position. The adaptive filter 11 is updated to reduce the size of signal e*[n] in a least mean square sense
by using a known adaption algorithm, e.g., LMS, NLMS, RLS etc. The effect of the gain factor "g" on the behavior of the
system is described in more detail with reference to FIG. 2.
[0017] The block diagram of FIG. 2 illustrates a more specific embodiment of the basic adaptive noise control system
shown in FIG. 1. The system illustrated in FIG. 2 includes the primary path 1, the secondary path 2, and the complete
signal processing arrangement 10 shown in FIG. 1, e.g., a digital signal processor with adequate software implementation.
The signal processing arrangement 10 shown in FIG. 1 includes the adaptive filter 11, the secondary path estimation
filter 15, the adder 13 and the multipliers 12 and 14. The adaptive filter 11, as illustrated in more detail in FIG. 2, includes
an adaptation unit 16 and a controllable filter 17 controlled by the adaptation unit 16. The adaptation unit 16 and the
filter 17 are supplied with an output signal of a filter 18 which receives the reference noise signal x[n]. The output signal
of filter 17 is added to the approximated disturbance noise signal d^[n] in an adder 19 that provides an modified error
signal e’[n] to the adaptation unit 16. The coefficients wk are also copied into a filter 20 which, thus, has the transfer
function W[z] as filter 17 does. It receives the reference noise signal x[n] and provides the compensation signal y[n]
which is supplied to a filter 21 with the transfer function S^(z) (approximated secondary path) for providing the compen-
sation signal y’’’[n] (y" [n]). The compensation signal y"’ [n] is subtracted from the error signal e*[n] in an adder 22 that
provides as an output the signal d^[n]. This signal d^[n] is an estimation of the disturbance noise signal d[n] and is equal
to disturbance noise signal d[n] when equality S^(z) = S(z) holds. In the frequency domain this can be easily verified
according to the following by equation: 
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[0018] The primary path 1 has a transfer function P(z) representing the transfer characteristics of the signal path
between the noise source 3 and the listening position 4. The secondary path 2 has a transfer function S(z) representing
the transfer characteristics of the signal path between the loudspeaker 5 and the listening position 4. Filters 17 and 20
have the transfer function W(z) that is controlled by an optimized set of filter coefficients wk (= w0, w1, w2, ...wm) provided
by the adaptation unit 16. The transfer function S^(z) is an estimation of the secondary path transfer function S(z). The
primary path 1 and the secondary path 2 are "real" systems representing the acoustical properties of the listening room,
wherein the other transfer functions are implemented in the signal processing arrangement 11. Filter 20 is part of an
active signal path, i.e., a path where the actual signal to be radiated by the loudspeaker 5 is processed. Filter 17 is part
of a passive signal path, i.e., it is used only for optimizing the filter coefficients wk in a kind of "background", "dummy"
or "shadow" filter structure. This shadow structure of the system has to be found advantageous in practice for handling
the stability of the system.
[0019] In the system illustrated in FIG. 2, the noise signal x[n] is used as "reference signal" for the adaptive filter 11.
The noise signal x[n] is measured, for example, by an acoustic sensor such as a microphone or a non-acoustical sensor
such as a revolution counter. When using a non-acoustical sensor, the derived signal may be post-processed by a
synthesizer, special filter or the like. The adaptive filter 11 provides the compensation signal y[n] which is radiated after
multiplication with gain g in multiplier 12 via the secondary path 2 to the listening position where it appears as the modified
compensation signal y’[n]. This modified compensation signal y’[n] has an approximately 180 degree phase shift to that
of the delayed reference noise signal x[n] and, thus, destructively superposes with the disturbance noise signal d[n] from
the primary path 1. The "result" of the superposition is a measurable residual signal used as the error signal e[n]. After
adding to error signal e[n] the modified compensation signal y*[n] provided by the secondary path estimation filter 15,
the resulting modified error signal e*[n] can serve as an input for the adaptive filter 11.
[0020] More precisely, after successful adaption of transfer function W[z] the transfer function W(z)·S(z) resulting from
the series connection of the filters 17 and 18 approaches the transfer function P(z) of the primary path 1 due to the
adaptation process, wherein the output signal d[n] of the primary path 1 and the output signal y’[n] of the secondary path
2 superpose destructively thereby suppressing the effect of the input signal x[n] in the considered listening position. The
error signal e’[n] and the filtered reference signal x^’[n] derived from the reference noise signal x[n] by filtering with the
estimated secondary path transfer function S^(z) are supplied to the adaptation unit 16. The adaption unit 16 calculates,
for example using an LMS algorithm, the filter coefficients wk for the filter 17 (and filter 20) with the transfer function W(z)
such that a norm of the error signal le’[n]l or le*[n]l, respectively, becomes relatively small, e.g., is minimized. The
maximum achievable performance of this minimization depends, among others, on the characteristic of the secondary
path, the quality of the secondary path in the model used, the type of adaption and the nature and characteristics of the
underlying noise signal. In the special case "g = 1" one can easily verify, that e*[n] = e[n] and the system will show its
full maximal attenuation performance in the acoustic domain. The adaptive filter 11 in the system of FIG. 2 includes an
additional filter 20 with the transfer function W[z] and an additional filter 21 with the estimated secondary path transfer
function S^[z]. The filter characteristic of the adaptive filter 20 upstream of the "real" secondary path 2 and the filter
characteristic of the shadow filter 17 are identical and updated by the (LMS) adaptation unit 16. The filter 21 receives
the compensation signal y[n] and provides an estimation of the secondary path output y’’’[n] (y’’[n]). The estimation of
the secondary path output, the modified compensation signal y"’ [n] (y" [n]) is added to the error signal e*[n] provided
by a microphone (not shown in FIG. 2 for the sake of simplicity) disposed in the location where noise cancellation is
desired, i.e., the listening position 4. The resulting sum is an estimated signal d^[n] of the primary path output d[n]. The
output signal of the (passive, i.e., not actively adapted) shadow filter 17, the compensation signal y"[n] is added to the
estimated signal d^[n] to provide the modified error signal e’[n] used to update the filter coefficients wk of filters 17 and
20. The filter 20 receives the reference noise x[n], whereas the shadow filter 17 and the LMS adaptation unit 16 receive
the filtered reference noise signal x^’[n].
[0021] Assuming g = 1, the path including filter 21 is only used to model the actual radiated acoustical compensation
signal y"[n]. Adder 22 outputs an estimation of the acoustical disturbance noise signal d[n], i.e., the estimated disturbance
noise signal d^[n] that depends on the quality of the transfer function S^[z]. Filters 16, 17 and 18 seek to model the the
estimated disturbance noise signal d^[n] such that filter 17 outputs the inverse of the estimated disturbance noise signal
d^[n]. Additionally, the transfer function W[z] is copied (by copying the respective filter coefficients wk) from filter 17 into
filter 20. The attenuation resulting therefrom is maximum as the error approximates zero (e[n] → 0). Therefore, the
attenuation is maximum for g = 1 as can be seen from FIG. 3. The path including multiplier 14 and filter 15 is not active
because of 1-g = 0 for g = 1.
[0022] A system as described above with reference to FIG. 2 works well as an ANC system in which a total reduction
of noise is desired, which is the case for g = 1. However, there are situations in which it may be desirable to only attenuate
or boost the noise to a certain extent or to modify the spectral structure of the noise or both. For example, it is not
worthwhile to reduce the motor sound of a vehicle to zero since the motor sound provides to the driver important feedback
information such as whether the motor is on or off, or an indication of the motor’s revolutions per minute (RPM) which
may even give a rough impression of the vehicle’s speed. Another application may be the so-called vehicle or motor
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sound tuning, i.e., creating a specific sound, e.g. a more pleasant, sportive or elegant vehicle or motor sound. Thus, it
is now assumed that g ≠ 1.
[0023] In the system of FIG. 2, multiplier 12 is added to the general ANC structure in order to allow such sound tuning.
The gain factor g which is multiplied with the compensation signal y[n] by multiplier 12 corresponds to the overall
attenuation of the noise signal x[n] to be achieved. In view of adaptive filter 11, the multiplier 14 is connected upstream
of filter 21 and compensates for this gain factor g by multiplying the compensation signal y[n] by 1-g. Thus, the adaptive
filter 11 is operated in the same way as it would be with g = 1. However, the gain factor g affects the signal e[n] occurring
in the listening position 4 as now applies that 

[0024] in which g ≠ 1 and E[z] is the z-Transformation of the corresponding time signal e[n] etc. However, the adaptive
filter 11 as part of a control loop still seeks to minimize the error signal e’[n], i.e., e’[n] → 0. However, there is an offset
in the control loop introduced by gain factor g:

Assuming an ideal model of the secondary path with S^[z] = S[z] and that the series connection of the transfer
functions W[z] and S[z] is matching the transfer function P[z] (W[z]·S[z] = -P[z]), after successful adaption of W[z]
(e’[n] → 0), a resulting relative attenuation value
a can be formed, with 

[0025] in which E[z], D[z], X[z], Y[z] and Y’[z] represent in the frequency domain the time domain signals e[n], d[n],
x[n], y[n] and y[n] frequency domain and g is a real valued gain with 0 ≤ g ≤∞ .
[0026] Further assuming that gain factor is g = 1 and that the system is operated under real conditions where no infinite
attenuation is achievable, a theoretic maximum attenuation factor amax (< 1) occurs so that an absolute attenuation a’
is the maximum of both values maximum attenuation factor amax and relative attenuation lal:

[0027] For any relative attenuation factor a, in which 

and E[z], D[z], X[z], Y[z] and Y’[z] represent in the frequency domain the time domain signals e[n], d[n], x[n], y[n] and
y[n] frequency domain, respectively, the following modes of operation may apply: 
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[0028] The attenuation is illustrated either in a linear scale a’ (<1) or logarithmic scale a’db (>0).
[0029] FIG. 3 graphically illustrates, by way of example, the attenuation over gain factor g in the system shown in FIG.
2 with a theoretic maximum attenuation factor of amax = 0.1. FIG. 4 graphically illustrates, also by way of example, the
phase of a system as shown in FIG. 2 over gain factor g. As can be seen from FIG. 4, the phase of the attenuation a =
1-g is inverted for a gain factor g greater than 1, whereby the phase ϕa is: 

[0030] FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustration of an adaptive noise control system based on the system shown in FIG.
2 but adapted to have a frequency dependant complex gain factor G(jω) to allow equalization of the noise or spectral
sound tuning over frequency, in which now the complex attenuation factor A(jω) is: 

[0031] When using a frequency dependant G, i.e. G(jω), G may be stored as a look-up table in the system, e.g., as a
frequency dependant complex array of numbers representing G(jω) in which ωstart < ω < ωstop with ωstart = start value
and ωstop is the stop value.
[0032] In contrast to the system of FIG. 2, in the system of FIG. 5 all signals are not processed in the time domain but
in the frequency domain. Accordingly, instead of signals x[n], y[n], e[n], y^’[n], d^[n], x^’[n] and e’[n] in the time domain,
signals X(jω), Y(jω), E(jω), Y^’(jω), D^(jω), X^’(jω) and E’(jω) in the frequency domain are used, respectively. The filters
17, 18, 20, 21 and the adaption unit 16 are adapted accordingly in order to exhibit the same behavior as the respective
filters in the system of FIG. 2.
[0033] As shown in FIG. 5, a calculation unit 23 is connected between the output of adder 6 and the input of adder 13
which is designated to receive the error signal e[n] in the system of FIG. 2. A further calculation unit 24 is connected in
series with the multiplier 12 and upstream of the secondary path 2. Finally, a still further calculation unit 25 may be
connected upstream of the inputs of filters 18 and 20. Alternatively, an oscillator 26 may be used which is connected
upstream of the filters 18 and 20 and which is controlled by the noise source 3, e.g., with a signal representing the
revolutions per minute of a motor. The oscillator 26 may be a synthesizer that models the noise generated by the noise
source, e.g., on the basis of a signal representing the revolutions per minute of the motor.
[0034] A dedicated amplitude and phase characteristic over frequency of the gain factor G(jω) can be implemented,
e.g., by means of a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter or an Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter or by a look up table
in the frequency domain to hold discrete complex values to read out at the specific frequencies ω. As outlined above,
the attenuation factor A (jω) is a complex function A(jω)l = |A|·ejϕA whose absolute value is 

and whose phase is 

[0035] in which Im{} is the imaginary part, Re{} is the real part of the attenuation factor A(jω) and integer k depends
on the quadrant in the complex plane of A.
[0036] Employing complex rotators for the signal Y(jω), a correcting signal is provided which is Y(jω)·G(jω) and which
can be transferred by a real operator Re{Y(jω)G·(Jω)} or an inverse FFT back into a (real) signal in the time domain by
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calculation unit 24. The correcting path is nevertheless operated with 1-G(jω) in which the frequency variable is the
normalized frequency ω=2·Π·(f/fs).
[0037] In the system shown in FIG. 5, the error signal e[n] in the time domain is transferred to the frequency domain
error signal E(jω) by a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), a heterodyning (HET) operation or a so-called Goertzel algorithm
performed in calculation unit 23.
[0038] Fast Fourier transform is an efficient method to compute the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and its inverse.
There are many distinct FFT algorithms involving a wide range of mathematics, from simple complex-number arithmetic
to group theory and number theory. A DFT decomposes a sequence of values into components of different frequencies.
This operation is useful in many fields but computing it directly from the definition is often too slow to be practical. An
FFT computes the DFT and produces exactly the same result as evaluating the DFT definition directly; the only difference
is that an FFT is much faster. Since the inverse DFT is almost the same operation as the DFT, any FFT algorithm can
easily be adapted for it. By using FFT, signal processing as shown herein has to be done in block processing. This
introduces additional delay in the processing of the signals x[n], y[n] and e[n] and leads to a deteriorated performance
of the ANC systems.
[0039] An alternative way to transform a time domain signal in frequency domain is to heterodyne it. Heterodyning is
the generation of new frequencies by mixing, or multiplying, two periodic signals to place a signal of interest into a useful
frequency range. In the present example, the error signal e[n] or the reference noise signal x[n] is multiplied with a
complex rotator X(jω) = ejω such that the frequency of interest is shifted towards OHz and the resulting complex signal
E(jω) is used for further processing in the signal processing arrangement 10. This can be done e.g. in the form, 

[0040] in which n is, in this example, a digital time index and ω a specific single frequency position of interest. It should
be noted that ω can have any frequency value one wishes.
[0041] Possible unwanted noise occurring at other frequencies than 0Hz is suppressed due to averaging operations
of the LMS algorithm performed in the adaption unit 16. The heterodyning operation exhibits in contrast to FFT no signal
delaying.
[0042] Another way to transform a time domain signal in to a frequency domain signal is the so called Goertzel algorithm.
The Goertzel algorithm is a digital signal processing technique for identifying frequency components of a signal. While
the general Fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm computes evenly across the bandwidth of the incoming signal, the
Goertzel algorithm looks at specific, predetermined frequencies.
[0043] The reference signal is either provided by the oscillator 26 or the calculation unit 25 which either employs an
FFT or Goertzel algorithm in the present example. However, Heterodyning may be used as well. The output of 26 can
be generated according to 

in which ω represents the frequency of interest and n a discrete time index.
[0044] When using the FFT algorithm, it has to be noted that a block-wise processing of the signals (data) is necessary
which may cause additional delays and, accordingly, a slower adaption. In contrast, sample-wise processing may be
employed as in the Goertzel algorithm. Another option providing smaller delays is using an oscillator, e.g., in connection
with a heterodyne operation which also allows sample-wise processing.
[0045] FIG. 6 illustrates an alternative structure for the system of FIG. 5 in which the multipliers 12 and 14 are substituted
by a single multiplier 26 and in which filter 15 and adder 13 are omitted. In the system of FIG. 6, signal Y(jω) is multiplied
in a multiplying unit 26 with the complex gain G(jω). The output signal of multiplying unit 26 is supplied to calculation
unit 24 and filter 21 whose output signal, signal Y’’ ’ (jω), is subtracted in the subtractor 22 from the error signal E(jω)
provided by the calculation unit 23.
[0046] All systems as shown in FIG. 1-6 have a gain factor in the time or frequency domain which allows to determine
the characteristic of attenuation a or A(jω) l = |A|·ejϕA in advance by a user. A complex filter or look-up table G(jω) stored
in a memory of a control system may be used to obtain the desired attenuation A(jω) = 1-G(jω). The look-up table is
constant and so is the relation E(jω)/D(jω) = A(jω). The acoustic error represented by signal E(jω) is perceived by the
listener. The disturbance noise signal D(jω) is the signal which is perceived if the ANC system is completely switched
off. If the user of the system wishes only an attenuation |A(jω)| without phase information to be pre-determined, the look-
up table includes only values G(jω) = 1-|A(jω)|, with 0≤G<∞ bound to real values. With this setting the phase ϕA behaves
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as illustrated above with reference to FIG. 4. If complex values A(jω) are selected, which results, in G(jω)=1-A(jω), then
both, amplitude and phase of A(jω) are determined as follows:. 

[0047] Accordingly, the phase of the perceived signal E(jω) relates to the disturbance noise signal D(jω) with ϕE=ϕA+ϕD.
[0048] A system that overcomes this drawback and that offers a selectable phase ϕE of the finally perceived error
signal E(jω) is described with reference to FIG. 7.
[0049] FIG. 7 illustrates a system according to FIG. 6 with an additional arrangement 31 for automatically adjusting
the (complex) gain G(jω) to achieve the above needs. In this arrangement 31, the complex gain G(jω) is provided by a
gain control unit which includes three phase calculation units 27, 28, 29 and a subtractor 30. The calculator unit 27
applies the argument function arg{} on the estimated error signal D^(jω) which is an estimation of the disturbance noise
signal d[n] in the frequency domain (= D(jω)) at the listening position and the calculation unit 28 applies the argument
function arg{} on a target error signal -E_d(jω). Arg{} is a function operating on complex numbers (e.g., visualized as a
plane), and intuitively gives the angle between the line joining the point to the origin and the positive real axis, known
as an argument of the point, that is, the angle between the half-lines of the position vector representing the number and
the positive real axis (as outlined in the equation above).
[0050] The output signal of the calculator unit 27 is subtracted from the output signal of the calculator unit 28 by the
subtractor 30 which supplies a signal arg{G_a(jω)} representing the phase of the newly calculated adaptive gain to the
calculator unit 29 where it is processed with an operator |G(jω)| ·ej{}. Thus, the previous absolute value |G(jω)| is taken
again, however the phase ϕG = arg{G(jω)} is newly calculated (i.e., adapted) which is indicated by "{}". The absolute
value |G(jω)| may be stored as a look-up table in the frequency domain. Calculator unit 29 provides the complex gain
G(jω) to the multiplier 26. In the arrangement 31, the estimated delayed noise signal D^(jω) is compared with a complex
target error signal, i.e., -E_d(jω), and the difference is used by an evaluation arrangement, i.e., calculation unit 29, to
calculate (adapt) the complex gain G(jω) so that , e.g., this difference is kept constant. Thus, the phases of the estimated
delayed noise signal D^(jω) and the desired error signal E_d(jω) are compared to each other, i.e., the phase of the
estimated disturbance noise signal D^(jω) representing the actual disturbance noise signal d[n] is subtracted from the
phase of desired error signal E_d(jω). Based on the difference of the two phases (i.e., the ratio of these two complex
signals E_d(jω)/D^(jω)) a new complex gain factor G(jω) is calculated in which only the phase is adapted.
[0051] As outlined above, the controllable phase and absolute value of the attenuation A(jω) are related to the error
signal E(jω) and the delayed noise signal D(jω) (=d[n] in the frequency domain) according to 

[0052] As the approximated disturbance noise signal D^(jω) can be estimated by the processing unit 11 (output of
subtractor 22), and if a desired error signal E_d(jω) or its phase arg{E_d(jω)} are readily provided, e.g., by a look up
table, the adaptive gain G_a(jω) with 

or its phase arg{G_a(jω)} 

can be calculated.
[0053] Upon calculation of the phase, in a subsequent step the complex gain used in the system is adapted by discrete
calculation according to: 
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[0054] Accordingly, a delay block having a transfer function z^-1 may be connected downstream of the calculation
unit 29 (not shown). Also |G(jω)| may be stored in the system as a look-up table. Thus, the phase of the error signal e[n]
is changed and controlled such that the sound signal resulting from the superposition of the disturbance noise signal
d[n] and the compensation signal y’[n] at the listening position 4 is adapted to the desired characteristic as defined by
the target phase of the desired error signal E_d(jω). The sum error signal E(jω) will have a phase 

and an amplitude 

[0055] Two modes of operation are possible:

1. Only the phase is adapted 

|G(jω)|,E_d(jω) or arg{E_d(jω)} are stored in a look-up table.

2. Amplitude and phase are adapted 

[0056] Only E_d(jω) is stored in the look-up table and provided acoustically as E(jω).
[0057] FIG. 8 illustrates a system according to FIG. 7 with an additional averaging unit 36 which is connected between
the subtractor 30 and the calculation unit 29. The averaging unit 31 includes a coefficient element 32 (with a coefficient
1-a) which is connected between the output of subtractor 30 and an input of an adder 33 whose other input is connected
via a coefficient element 34 (coefficent a) to the output of a latch 35. The input of the latch 35 is connected to the output
of adder 33. Additional units for averaging in the frequency domain, block or sample wise processing etc. may me
provided as the case may be (not shown in the FIGS.).
[0058] A complex gain and an arrangement for automatically adjusting the complex gain may be used also in connection
with systems as illustrated in FIGS. 1, 2 and 5. This arrangement may be included in the adaptive filter (as indicated by
dotted line g[z] in FIG1). The complex gain factor may also be provided by a controllable filter instead of multipliers or
dividers. Furthermore the scope of the invention is not limited to automotive applications, but may also be applied in any
other environment (e.g., in consumer applications like home cinema or the like, and also in cinema and concert halls or
the like).
[0059] In the examples described above, the Modified Filtered X Least Mean Square MFXLMS algorithm may be used
as it offers faster convergence since, e.g., with the FXLMS the maximum step size is the reciprocal of the delay occurring
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in the secondary path. Thus, the convergence delay of the FXLMS algorithm increases with increasing length of the
acoustical secondary path in contrast to the MFXLMS. When using the MFXLMS algorithm the copying of the filter
coefficients, e.g., from filter 17 to filter 20 in the system of FIG. 2, can be controlled thus allowing to keep the system
stable if it tends to become instable.
[0060] As already mentioned, the reference noise signal x[n] may be an acoustical signal or a non-acoustical (e.g.,
synthesized) signal. Furthermore, the reference noise signal x[n] may be picked up as an analog signal in the time
domain but digitally processed in the frequency domain blockwise (FFT) or samplewise (Goertzel, Heterodyning). The
error signal e[n], too, may be picked up as an analog signal in the time domain but digitally processed in the frequency
domain blockwise (FFT) or samplewise (Goertzel, Heterodyning). The compensation may be processed block-wise or
samplewise in the frequency domain and is radiated acoustically as analog signal in the time domain. The (adaptable)
g factor may be processed in the time or frequency domain.
[0061] It will be obvious to those reasonably skilled in the art that other components performing the same functions
may be suitably substituted. Such modifications to the inventive concept are intended to be covered by the following claims.

Claims

1. An adaptive noise control system for reducing, at a listening position (4), the power of an acoustic noise signal
radiated from a noise source (3) to the listening position (4), the system comprising:

an adaptive filter (11, 20) that receives an electrical reference signal representing the acoustic noise signal and
an electrical error signal representing the acoustic signal at the listening position (4) and that provides an
electrical output signal;
a signal processing arrangement (12, 14, 26) that is connected downstream of the adaptive filter (11, 20) and
that provides a first electrical compensation signal indicative of the electrical output signal multiplied by a first
gain factor and a second electrical compensation signal indicative of the electrical output signal multiplied by a
second gain factor and filtered, the second gain factor being equal to 1 subtracted by the first gain factor; the
second compensation signal being added to the error signal for compensation; and
at least one acoustic transducer (5) that receives the first electrical compensation signal and radiates an acoustic
compensation signal indicative of the first electrical compensation signal to the listening position (4); in which
the gain factor is complex.

2. The adaptive noise control system of claim 1 or 2 in which the gain factor is controllable by an arrangement (31)
adapted to automatically adjust the gain factor according to a target noise signal.

3. The adaptive noise control system of claim 1 or 2 in which the arrangement (31) for automatically adjusting the
complex gain is adapted to compare an estimated noise signal with the target noise signal, to evaluate the difference
thereof and to adapt the complex gain.

4. The adaptive noise control system of claim 3 in which the arrangement (31) for automatically adjusting the complex
gain is adapted to evaluate the difference of the estimated noise signal and the target noise signal by applying a
complex rotator to this difference multiplied with the real value of the complex gain factor.

5. The adaptive noise control system of claim 3 or 4 in which the arrangement (31) for automatically adjusting the
complex gain is adapted to average the difference of the estimated noise signal and the target noise signal.

6. The adaptive noise control system of claim 3, 4 or 5 in which the arrangement (31) for automatically adjusting the
complex gain is adapted to compare the argument of the estimated noise signal and the argument of the target
noise signal.

7. The adaptive noise control system of one of the preceding claims in which the signal processing arrangement (26)
processes at least the error signal in the frequency domain.

8. An adaptive noise control method for reducing, at a listening position (4), power of an acoustic noise signal radiated
from a noise source (3) to the listening position (4), the method comprising:

providing an electrical reference signal correlated with the acoustic noise signal;
filtering the electrical reference signal with an adaptive filter (11, 20) to provide an electrical output signal;
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multiplying the electrical output signal of the adaptive filter (11, 20) by a gain factor to provide a first electrical
compensation signal;
filtering and multiplying the electrical output signal of the adaptive filter (11, 20) by the inverse of the gain factor
to provide a second electrical compensation signal, the second gain factor being equal to 1 subtracted by the
first gain factor;
radiating the first electrical compensation signal to the listening position (4) with an acoustic transducer (5);
sensing a residual electrical error signal at the listening position (4);
adding the second electrical compensation signal to the electrical error signal to provide a compensated error
signal; and
adapting filter coefficients of the adaptive filter (11, 20) as a function of the compensated error signal and the
reference signal; in which the gain factor is complex.

9. The adaptive noise control method of claim 8 in which the gain factor is controlled by automatically adjusting the
gain factor according to a target noise signal.

10. The adaptive noise control method of claim 8 or 9 in which an estimated noise signal is compared with the target
noise signal, the difference thereof is evaluated and the complex gain is adapted.

11. The adaptive noise control method of claim 10 in which the arrangement (31) for automatically adjusting the complex
gain is adapted to evaluate the difference of the estimated noise signal and the target noise signal by applying a
complex rotator to this difference multiplied with the real value of the complex gain factor.

12. The adaptive noise control method of claim 10 or 11 in which the difference of the estimated noise signal and the
target noise signal are averaged.

13. The adaptive noise control method of claim 10, 11 or 12 in which the argument of the estimated noise signal and
the argument of the target noise signal are compared.

14. The adaptive noise control system of one of the claims 9 to 14 in which at least the error signal is processed in the
frequency domain.

Patentansprüche

1. Adaptives Geräuschschutzsystem zum Reduzieren, in einer Hörposition (4), der Leistung eines akustischen Ge-
räuschsignals, das von einer Geräuschquelle (3) an die Hörposition (4) abgestrahlt wird, wobei das System Folgen-
des umfasst:

einen adaptiven Filter (11, 20), der ein elektrisches Referenzsignal empfängt, das das Geräuschsignal darstellt,
und ein elektrisches Fehlersignal, das das akustische Signal an der Hörposition (4) darstellt, und ein elektrisches
Ausgangssignal bereitstellt;
eine Signalverarbeitungsanordnung (12, 14, 26) die nachgeschaltet zum adaptiven Filter (11, 20) verbunden
ist und ein erstes elektrisches Kompensationssignal, das das elektrische Ausgangssignal multipliziert mit einem
ersten Verstärkungsfaktor darstellt, und ein zweites elektrisches Kompensationssignal bereitstellt, das das
elektrische Ausgangssignal multipliziert mit einem zweiten Verstärkungsfaktor und gefiltert darstellt, wobei der
zweite Verstärkungsfaktor gleich 1 unter Abzug des ersten Verstärkungsfaktors ist; wobei das zweite Kompen-
sationssignal zur Kompensation zu dem Fehlersignal hinzuaddiert wird; und
wenigstens einen akustischen Messwandler (5), der das erste elektrische Kompensationssignal empfängt und
ein akustisches Kompensationssignal, das das erste elektrische Kompensationssignal darstellt, an die Hörpo-
sition (4) abstrahlt; wobei der Verstärkungsfaktor komplex ist.

2. Adaptives Geräuschschutzsystem nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei der Verstärkungsfaktor von einer Anordnung (31)
steuerbar ist, die dazu angepasst ist, automatisch den Verstärkungsfaktor gemäß einem Zielgeräuschsignal einzu-
stellen.

3. Adaptives Geräuschschutzsystem nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die Anordnung (31) zum automatischen Einstellen
der komplexen Verstärkung dazu angepasst ist, ein geschätztes Geräuschsignal mit dem Zielgeräuschsignal zu
vergleichen, um die Differenz zwischen diesen zu beurteilen und die komplexe Verstärkung anzupassen.
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4. Adaptives Geräuschschutzsystem nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Anordnung (31) zum automatischen Einstellen der
komplexen Verstärkung dazu angepasst ist, die Differenz des geschätzten Geräuschsignal und des Zielgeräusch-
signals durch Anwenden eines komplexen Rotators auf diese Differenz multipliziert mit dem reellen Wert des kom-
plexen Verstärkungsfaktors zu beurteilen.

5. Adaptives Geräuschschutzsystem nach Anspruch 3 oder 4, wobei die Anordnung (31) zum automatischen Einstellen
der komplexen Verstärkung dazu angepasst ist, die Differenz des geschätzten Geräuschsignals und des Zielge-
räuschsignals zu mitteln.

6. Adaptives Geräuschschutzsystem nach Anspruch 3, 4 oder 5, wobei die Anordnung (31) zum automatischen Ein-
stellen der komplexen Verstärkung dazu angepasst ist, das Argument des geschätzten Geräuschsignals und das
Argument des Zielgeräuschsignals zu vergleichen.

7. Adaptives Geräuschschutzsystem nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Signalverarbeitungsan-
ordnung (26) wenigstens das Fehlersignal im Frequenzbereich verarbeitet.

8. Adaptives Geräuschschutzverfahren zum Reduzieren, in einer Hörposition (4), der Leistung eines akustischen
Geräuschsignals, das von einer Geräuschquelle (3) an die Hörposition (4) abgestrahlt wird, wobei das Verfahren
Folgendes umfasst:

Bereitstellen eines elektrischen Referenzsignals, das mit dem akustischen Geräuschsignal korreliert ist;
Filtern des elektrischen Referenzsignal mit einem adaptiven Filter (11, 20), um ein elektrisches Ausgangssignal
bereitzustellen;
Multiplizieren des elektrischen Ausgangssignals des adaptiven Filters (11, 20) mit einem Verstärkungsfaktor,
um ein erstes elektrisches Kompensationssignal bereitzustellen;
Filtern und Multiplizieren des elektrischen Ausgangssignals des adaptiven Filters (11, 20) durch die Umkehrung
des Verstärkungsfaktors, um ein zweites elektrisches Kompensationssignal bereitzustellen, wobei der zweite
Verstärkungsfaktor gleich 1 unter Abzug des ersten Verstärkungsfaktors ist;
Abstrahlen des ersten elektrischen Kompensationssignals an die Hörposition (4) mit einem akustischen Mess-
wandler (5);
Messen eines elektrischen Restfehlersignals an der Hörposition (4) ;
Addieren des zweiten elektrischen Kompensationssignals zu dem elektrischen Fehlersignal, um ein kompen-
siertes Fehlersignal bereitzustellen; und
Anpassen von Filterkoeffizienten des adaptiven Filters (11, 20) in Abhängigkeit von dem kompensierten Feh-
lersignal und dem Referenzsignal; wobei der Verstärkungsfaktor komplex ist.

9. Adaptives Geräuschschutzverfahren nach Anspruch 8, wobei der Verstärkungsfaktor durch automatisches Einstel-
len des Verstärkungsfaktors gemäß einem Zielgeräuschsignal gesteuert wird.

10. Adaptives Geräuschschutzverfahren nach Anspruch 8 oder 9, wobei ein geschätztes Geräuschsignal mit dem Ziel-
geräuschsignal verglichen wird, die Differenz dazwischen beurteilt wird und die komplexe Verstärkung angepasst
wird.

11. Adaptives Geräuschschutzverfahren nach Anspruch 10, wobei die Anordnung (31) zum automatischen Einstellen
der komplexen Verstärkung dazu angepasst ist, die Differenz des geschätzten Geräuschsignal und des Zielge-
räuschsignals durch Anwenden eines komplexen Rotators auf diese Differenz multipliziert mit dem reellen Wert des
komplexen Verstärkungsfaktors zu beurteilen.

12. Adaptives Geräuschschutzverfahren nach Anspruch 10 oder 11, wobei die Differenz des geschätzten Geräuschsi-
gnals und des Zielgeräuschsignals gemittelt wird.

13. Adaptives Geräuschschutzverfahren nach Anspruch 10, 11 oder 12, wobei das Argument des geschätzten Ge-
räuschsignals und das Argument des Zielgeräuschsignals verglichen werden.

14. Adaptives Geräuschschutzsystem nach einem der Ansprüche 9 bis 14, wobei wenigstens das Fehlersignal im
Frequenzbereich verarbeitet wird.
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Revendications

1. Système adaptatif de régulation du bruit servant à réduire, au niveau d’une position d’écoute (4), la puissance d’un
signal de type bruit acoustique émis à partir d’une source de bruit (3) vers la position d’écoute (4), le système
comprenant :

un filtre adaptatif (11, 20) qui reçoit un signal électrique de référence représentant le signal de bruit acoustique
et un signal d’erreur électrique représentant le signal acoustique au niveau de la position d’écoute (4) et qui
émet un signal électrique de sortie ;
un dispositif de traitement du signal (12, 14, 26) qui est connecté en aval du filtre adaptatif (11, 20) et qui émet
un premier signal électrique de compensation indicatif du signal électrique de sortie multiplié par un premier
facteur de gain et un deuxième signal électrique de compensation indicatif du signal électrique de sortie multiplié
par un deuxième facteur de gain et filtré, le deuxième facteur de gain étant égal à 1 réduit du premier facteur
de gain ; le deuxième signal de compensation étant ajouté au signal d’erreur pour compensation ; et
au moins un transducteur acoustique (5) qui reçoit le premier signal électrique de compensation et qui émet
un signal acoustique de compensation indicatif du premier signal électrique de compensation à la position
d’écoute (4) ; dans lequel le facteur de gain est complexe.

2. Système adaptatif de régulation du bruit selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel le facteur de gain est réglable
par un dispositif (31) conçu pour ajuster automatiquement le facteur de gain en fonction d’un signal cible de bruit.

3. Système adaptatif de régulation du bruit selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel le dispositif (31) d’ajustement
automatique du gain complexe est conçu pour comparer un signal estimé de bruit au signal cible de bruit, pour
évaluer leur différence et pour adapter le gain complexe.

4. Système adaptatif de régulation du bruit selon la revendication 3, dans lequel le dispositif (31) d’ajustement auto-
matique du gain complexe est conçu pour évaluer la différence du signal de bruit estimé et du signal de bruit cible
par application d’un rotateur complexe à cette différence multipliée par la valeur réelle du facteur de gain complexe.

5. Système adaptatif de régulation du bruit selon la revendication 3 ou 4, dans lequel le dispositif (31) d’ajustement
automatique du gain complexe est conçu pour moyenner la différence du signal estimé de bruit et le signal cible de
bruit.

6. Système adaptatif de régulation du bruit selon la revendication 3, 4 ou 5, dans lequel le dispositif (31) d’ajustement
automatique du gain complexe est conçu pour comparer l’argument du signal estimé de bruit et l’argument du signal
cible de bruit.

7. Système adaptatif de régulation du bruit selon l’une des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le dispositif de
traitement du signal (26) traite au moins le signal d’erreur dans le domaine de fréquence.

8. Procédé adaptatif de régulation du bruit servant à réduire, au niveau d’une position d’écoute (4), la puissance d’un
signal acoustique de bruit émis à partir d’une source de bruit (3) jusqu’à la position d’écoute (4), ce procédé
comprenant :

l’émission d’un signal électrique de référence corrélé au signal acoustique de bruit ;
le filtrage du signal électrique de référence avec un filtre adaptatif (11, 20) pour obtenir un signal électrique de
sortie ;
la multiplication du signal électrique de sortie du filtre adaptatif (11, 20) par un facteur de gain pour donner un
premier signal de compensation électrique ;
le filtrage et la multiplication du signal électrique de sortie du filtre adaptatif (11, 20) par l’inverse du facteur de
gain pour obtenir un deuxième signal de compensation électrique, le deuxième facteur de gain étant égal à 1
réduit du premier facteur de gain ;
le rayonnement du premier signal de compensation électrique jusqu’à la position d’écoute (4) à l’aide d’un
transducteur acoustique (5) ;
la détection d’un signal électrique résiduel d’erreur au niveau de la position d’écoute (4) ;
l’ajout du deuxième signal de compensation électrique au signal électrique d’erreur pour émettre un signal
d’erreur compensée ; et
l’adaptation des coefficients de filtre du filtre adaptatif (11, 20) en fonction du signal compensé d’erreur et du
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signal de référence ; dans lequel le facteur de gain est complexe.

9. Procédé adaptatif de régulation du bruit selon la revendication 8, dans lequel le facteur de gain est régulé par
l’ajustement automatique du facteur de gain selon un signal cible de bruit.

10. Procédé adaptatif de régulation du bruit selon la revendication 8 ou 9, dans lequel un signal estimé de bruit est
comparé au signal de bruit cible, où leur différence est évaluée et où le gain complexe est adapté.

11. Procédé adaptatif de régulation du bruit selon la revendication 10, dans lequel le dispositif (31) d’ajustement auto-
matique du gain complexe est conçu pour évaluer la différence du signal de bruit estimé et du signal de bruit cible
par application d’un rotateur complexe à cette différence multipliée par la valeur réelle du facteur de gain complexe.

12. Procédé adaptatif de régulation du bruit selon la revendication 10 ou 11, dans lequel la différence du signal estimé
de bruit et du signal cible de bruit fait l’objet d’une moyenne.

13. Procédé adaptatif de régulation du bruit selon la revendication 10, 11 ou 12, dans lequel l’argument du signal estimé
de bruit et l’argument du signal cible de bruit font l’objet d’une comparaison.

14. Procédé adaptatif de régulation du bruit selon l’une des revendications 9 à 14, dans lequel au moins le signal d’erreur
est traité dans le domaine de fréquences.
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